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SYSTEMS CHARACTERIZATION OF COMBUSTOR INSTABILITIES WITH CONTROLS DESIGN EMPHASIS

George Kopasakis*
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Glenn Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44135

ABSTRACT

This effort performed test data analysis in order to characterize the general behavior of combustor instabilities with emphasis on controls design. The analysis is performed on data obtained from two configurations of a laboratory combustor rig and from a developmental aero-engine combustor. The study has characterized several dynamic behaviors associated with combustor instabilities. These are: frequency and phase randomness, amplitude modulations, net random phase walks, random noise, exponential growth and intra-harmonic couplings. Finally, the very cause of combustor instabilities was explored and it could be attributed to a more general source-load type impedance interaction that includes the thermo-acoustic coupling. Performing these characterizations on different combustors allows for more accurate identification of the cause of these phenomena and their effect on instability.

INTRODUCTION

Lean-burning, low emission combustors are being investigated for aircraft gas turbine engines for the purpose of NOx reduction, better turbine temperature distribution and efficiency. These types of combustors, however, are more susceptible to thermo-acoustic instabilities. It has been widely accepted that these instabilities typically result from the coupling of the fluctuating heat release of the combustion process with the lightly damped acoustics of the combustion chamber. Dynamic analysis conducted here would tend to indicate that this type of coupling is only a part of a more general dynamic behavior that gives rise to combustor instability. This more generalized dynamic behavior involves source-load type impedance interactions, or other type of dynamic interactions involving characteristic equations.

Up until now, there have been some limited attempts to characterize the behavior of combustor instabilities for control design. In Ref. 2 the characterization presented covers instability phase and frequency randomness and net phase walks. In Ref. 3 the exponential growth behavior of the instability is shown at the moment the controller is turned off. These and other observed behaviors of the instability such as amplitude modulation, intra-harmonic couplings and random noise causing inherent unstable transitions during control will be discussed here.

For this effort, analyses and comparisons are performed on data from three different combustors consisting of a High Frequency combustor Rig Configuration (HFRC), a Low Frequency Rig Configuration (LFRC) and an actual Aero-Engine (AE). The AE data was supplied courtesy of Pratt & Whitney (PW).

Many of the instability characteristics discussed in this paper were taken into account in the design and testing on a combustor rig of an adaptive phase shifting control approach. Detailed characterization of combustor instabilities and the understanding of the coupling mechanisms are important for the design of active control as well as combustor components to avoid potentially adverse dynamic interactions.

The paper will present a description of the combustor rigs for the LFRC and the HFRC, followed by test results for the mentioned three combustor cases, and analysis characterizing the various instability behaviors. Finally, dynamic coupling analysis is presented that explains the possible cause(s) that give rise to combustor instabilities.

*Member AIAA.
COMBUSTION INSTABILITY RIG

In order to focus control development toward realistic combustion instabilities, a combustor rig was developed to replicate an actual engine combustion instability. The sample problem selected for this rig is a combustion instability that was observed during the development of a high-performance aircraft gas-turbine engine. The frequency of the observed instability was 525 Hz and the magnitude of the pressure oscillations was sufficient to cause unacceptable vibratory stresses in the turbine.

The rig successfully replicates the engine instability and operates at engine pressure and temperature conditions. This single-nozzle combustor rig has many of the complexities of a real engine combustor including an actual engine fuel nozzle and swirler, dilution cooling, and an effusion-cooled liner. The rig was operated at pressures, temperatures, and fuel-air ratios corresponding to three different engine operating conditions. Figure 1 shows the test rig apparatus for the 533 Hz, high frequency configuration. For the conditions corresponding to a mid-power level chosen for control evaluation ($T_3 = 770 \degree F$, $P_3 = 200$ psia, fuel-air ratio = 0.03) test results established the existence of a combustion instability at approximately 533 Hz. A comparison between the pressure amplitude spectra in the AE and in the HFRC at comparable operating conditions is shown in Figure 2. The spectrum for the LFRC is shown in Figure 3. The LFRC is obtained by placing the pre-diffuser section in Figure 1 before the two $\frac{1}{4}$ wave spool section, which has the effect of elongating the active acoustic length by approximately 19 in. This geometry exhibits an instability at $= 290$ Hz.

The research combustor rig was developed in partnership with Pratt & Whitney and UTRC.

COMBUSTION INSTABILITY CHARACTERIZATION

In this section results will be presented characterizing the combustor instability of the HFRC and LFRC as well as the instability observed in the developmental AE. Data and analysis comparisons are performed with the idea of providing a more in-depth understanding of the instability behaviors and the underlying dynamic processes to be used in control developments design and possibly combustor components design. Frequency sweep data that would normally be used for transfer function development for the purpose of modeling and control design were not available for this study. In this section the three combustor configurations will be compared in an attempt to characterize the instability for frequency randomness, amplitude modulation, net random phase walks, exponential growth and intra-harmonic couplings. Another challenge of combustor instability control is the inherently unstable system that results when the instability is being controlled and suppressed down near the wideband noise level. Also, the combustor wide-band random noise, which severely limits the achievable amount of instability suppression, will be discussed and some relations will be derived to show the mechanisms of noise and its impact on controls design. In addition, a possible cause of combustor instability will be discussed such as source-load impedance interactions or interactions due to other characteristic type couplings.
For the data examined, the combustor instability is not a pure tone, but rather it exhibits frequency randomness centered on a dominant frequency. The center frequency depends primarily on the combustor geometry, the speed of sound in the combustion mixture, as well as various impedance dynamics and other characteristic couplings. In Figure 2 and Figure 3 the differences in the randomness of the instability frequency is indirectly evident by the different sharpness of the respective instability peak. Frequency randomness is less with the LFRC, which has a higher signal-to-noise ratio, followed by the AE and next by the HFRC. Some of the effect perceived as frequency randomness is due to the fact that the instability constantly undergoes phase change as in a random net phase walk, which will be discussed later. The frequency randomness is approximately ±3 Hz, ±10 Hz and ±35 Hz for the LFRC, the AE and the HFRC, respectively. The higher the signal-to-noise ratio, the more coherent the instability becomes, and therefore, the lesser the frequency randomness.

From a controls perspective and whether an observer or a band-pass filter is used to isolate the instability, this frequency randomness should not have a significant impact. This is true provided the filter pass band covers the frequency uncertainty range. The operation of the engine may shift the instability frequency much more than this typical frequency randomness.

Each filtered instability waveform was normalized with respect to its maximum amplitude before constructing the pressure Probability Density Functions (PDF’s), in Figure 7 for more direct comparisons of the severity in amplitude modulations. As shown in this figure, the instability of the LFRC more closely approximates the reference sine wave of constant
amplitude, while the HFRC exhibits the least of the constant-amplitude sinusoidal behavior.

It has been observed that amplitude modulations under active control become increasingly severe as the instability is suppressed. The more the instability is suppressed the less the signal-to-noise ratio becomes. Therefore, this follows the same logic that amplitude modulations are dependent on the instability signal-to-noise ratio. Obviously, this means that the further the instability is suppressed the more difficult it becomes to control. As will be discussed later, this difficulty is compounded by the observation that in some control designs successful instability suppression results in an inherently unstable controller. Furthermore, it is observed that as the instability is suppressed there is the coupling effect between amplitude modulations and large dead time phase delay. This effect results in large fluctuations of the equivalent controller proportional gain. The phase delay estimated for the HFRC is ~1400° and the phase delay calculated with the LFRC using frequency response data was ~760°. The severity in amplitude modulation of the less established instabilities coupled with large phase delays, would indicate that it would be significantly more difficult to suppress an instability that is not well pronounced (small signal-to-noise ratio) as in the case of the HFRC. The time delay effect combined with amplitude modulations causes the effective DC control gain to vary appreciably.

Three independent net random phase walks for each of the cases involving the HFRC, the AE and the LFRC are shown in Figure 8, Figure 9, and Figure 10, respectively. The random net phase walk observed in the data is consistent with the observations in Ref. 2. It can be seen that the HFRC, with the lower signal-to-noise ratio, produces the most severe net random phase walks. The phase walks for the HFRC amount to ~450° in 0.14 sec, or an average of ~6° per instability cycle of ~530 Hz, or an average of ~80° for a typical control cycle of 40 Hz. At the worst case, the phase walk is about 400° over the same control cycle. The AE instability, with less noise exhibits severe net random phase walks, but somewhat less than that of the high frequency rig. On the other hand, the more pronounced instability of the LFRC produced only one net random phase walk for all the data that were analyzed as shown in Figure 10. Furthermore, the phase walk with the LFRC is, at most, approximately 40° per control cycle, which is an order of magnitude less than that of the HFRC.

The phase change is more severe when the amplitude of the modulation reaches near zero. This is shown in Figure 11 as hard minimum. At low instability amplitude the instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio becomes high, which means that the noise dominates the process during this time. Since the most severe phase change occurs when the noise dominates the process, it can be concluded that random noise is responsible for the phase walks. Comparing the phase walks of these three combustor cases, it can also be concluded that the
severities of the phase walks is related to the signal-to-
noise ratio of the instabilities.

Through simulation results, it has been observed that even when a pronounced instability is suppressed through feedback control, the phase randomness and phase walk become increasingly more severe. This result is to be expected, because the signal-to-noise ratio decreases as the instability is suppressed. Figure 12 shows the phase walks of the controlled instability in the HFRC using the controller described in Ref. 6 and 7. Of interest here is the observation that the controller seemed to eliminate the net phase walks and hold the phase randomness within a phase region of 180° or less, occasionally undergoing ~360° phase slips. In some cases phase slips are initiated but are never completed. Phase slips have also been observed to go from 360° to 720°. That, however, was just phase wrapping, not a phase walk. It seems that the controlled fuel modulation reduces the effect of the noise, especially when the instability amplitude is low compared to the wideband noise. So active control modulation seemed to cause the phase behaviors of the instability to be more organized; that is, with less randomness compared to the open-loop behavior.

In simulations, it has been observed that at the onset of the combustor instability, or when the controller is turned off, the instability grows approximately exponentially starting from small amplitude and ending up at a final steady-state amplitude (discounting the amplitude modulations for now). This is illustrated in Figure 13, which shows the self-excited instability growing exponentially with time from a low value to a higher steady-state amplitude. This characteristic has also been observed in combustor tests 7 and is consistent with the results in Ref. 3, which shows the instability growth in a Rijke tube experiment. The exponential rise with time of the instability is closely associated with the natural behavior of resonances.

In terms of controls design, an exponential growth characteristic of the instability points to the fact that the instability will grow quickly to uncontrolled levels if control tracking to suppress the instability is temporarily lost. This implies that the control logic must quickly sense loss of control tracking and then quickly reestablish control suppression if the desire is to maximize instability suppression. Again, loss of control
tracking is unavoidable at suppression levels near the noise level, where the system becomes inherently unstable.

**Intra-Harmonic Coupling**

From time domain data comparing the controlled instability vs. the applied control signal, it was reported that there is evidence of *instability inertia* or a self-reinforcing mechanism that couples the instability harmonics. It was reported that this effect was beyond the expected influence of the large dead-time phase delay of the plant. Indeed, such an intra-harmonic coupling or self-excitation within certain frequency components of the same signal would constitute a rare phenomenon in dynamic systems. To further investigate this effect individual harmonics were extracted from the original instability signal of the LFRC, and frequency shifted in order to analyze the coherence of these selected harmonics.

The original instability signal for the LFRC shown in Figure 3 was band pass filtered, with a filter centered at 290 Hz, in order to generate a signal $y$ of the fundamental instability frequency of ~290 Hz. Then the original signal was resampled at 2.5 kHz, which is half the original sampling frequency of 5 kHz. The effect of this resampling was to halve all the frequency components of the original signal. Next, this signal containing the shifted frequencies was band-pass filtered with a center frequency of 290 Hz and with a sampling frequency of 2.5 kHz. The result is a signal $x$ converted from 580 (second harmonic) to 290 Hz. This signal frequency conversion maintains the amplitudes of the second harmonic of ~580 Hz and preserves a consistent phase relation with the original signal. That is, if at some point in time the original signal has a phase $\theta$ from a chosen reference, the converted signal will have a phase $\theta + \phi$, where $\phi$ is the filter phase shift at that frequency. Based on this the magnitude squared coherence of signals $x$ and $y$ can be calculated as if these signal components are the result of an input-output system relation:

$$C_{xy}(f) = \frac{|P_{xy}(f)|^2}{P_{xx}(f)P_{yy}(f)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Where $P_{xx}$, $P_{yy}$, $P_{xy}$ are the power spectra of $x$, $y$ and the cross spectrum of $x$ and $y$, respectively. Each of these spectra is mathematically related to its correlation sequence by the discrete-time Fourier transform. The coherence in Equation 1 is plotted in Figure 14.

As can be seen in this figure the coherence between the second and the first harmonic is high (near one). The glitches shown near coherence of one are perhaps due to the differences of the band-pass filters (somewhat different bandwidths and attenuation properties). Also, coherence at the second harmonic (i.e. coherence between the second and fourth harmonic) is high. Because the band-pass filters were designed with a narrow pass-band around 290 Hz, and sharply attenuate frequencies outside this pass-band, this result was not expected at first. This figure also shows that from approximately 240 to 360 Hz the coherence is high, which also corresponds to Figure 3 at the frequencies where pressure amplification is shown, above the noise floor. This will tend to indicate that the combustor dynamics are such that it tends to amplify noise at a region center around the instability frequency, and also that there exists some self-excitation mechanism between frequencies near the fundamental and frequencies near the second harmonic. These coherence results were obtained near the end of the analysis, but similarly it is expected that high coherence can be shown between other lower order harmonics (i.e. harmonics lower the Nyquist frequency: ½ of the sampling frequency). It is expected that these results would also be applicable to the actual engine case.

The coherence suggests that additional suppression of the fundamental instability frequency may be possible.
by simultaneously controlling to suppress the higher order harmonics. Furthermore, selecting and controlling discrete frequencies in the neighborhood of the instability may further improve instability suppression.

**Effects of Combustor Noise in Instability Control Design**

It was found through simulation and testing that noise is the primary factor limiting the degree to which the combustor instability can be suppressed. At suppression levels near the noise floor the control system becomes unstable (i.e. unstable in the sense that, any control applied at this point will cause amplification of the instability), thereby, limiting the amount of suppression possible. Such limitation posed by combustor noise is related to the large transport phase delay of the combustor process.

The transport phase delay for the LFRC was calculated to be about 760°, while that of the HFRC was estimated to be about 1400°. In either case, such large phase delays are far beyond the typical delays associated in so called *non-minimum phase systems* in controls design, which pose a severe design challenge. This large phase delay forces the control bandwidth to be quite low, in the order of several Hz to 10 Hz or so. For instance, in Refs. 6 and 7 the control updating cycle used for combustor instability control was 40 Hz, which gives an idea about how low the control bandwidth is. Therefore, in terms of amplitude spectral density, the following criteria should be a good metric for comparing control methodologies; *the degree to which the instability is suppressed relative to the wide band noise*. Based on this, it is repeated here what was introduced in Ref. 7 as the Instability Suppression Ratio (ISR):

$$ISR^{-1} = \frac{S_N}{S_I}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $S_N$ is the average amplitude of the wide band noise spectra in the region of the instability, and $S_I$ is the peak amplitude spectra of the suppressed instability (provided that the controlled instability is discernibly less than the uncontrolled case). The interpretation of the average noise amplitude $S_N$, in cases where the wide band noise is not flat, would be the noise value at which the instability would be indistinguishable from the noise floor. Based on this definition, an $ISR^{-1}$ of 1 would be the maximum

\[c = \frac{1}{n (1 + L_{CL})}\]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $L_{CL}$ is the closed loop gain of the system. From Equation 1 it can be seen that a properly designed controller can attenuate the wideband noise up to the 0 dB cross-over frequency of the closed loop gain.
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possible suppression achievable, in which case the instability will be indistinguishable from the noise on an amplitude spectral density plot.

The instability suppression control diagram used in6,7 is repeated here in Figure 15. Based on this instability control diagram, the instability-to-noise transfer function (in pressure) is

\[ \frac{p}{n} = \frac{1}{1 + G_C G_V + G_F G_A} \]  

(4)

and

\[ G_C = N(A, \omega) \]  

(5)

where \( N(A, \omega) \) is the describing function of the controller with \( A \) being the amplitude and \( \omega \) being the frequency (see Ref. 11 for an explanation on describing functions). In this case, as seen in Equation 4 the closed loop gain of the system is

\[ L_{CL} = G_C(s)G_V(s) \]  

(6)

\[ L_{SE} = G_F(s)G_A(s) \]  

(7)

where \( L_{CL} \) and \( L_{SE} \) are the closed loop controlled gain and the open loop self excitation gain of the combustor system. Equation 4 is similar to the classical control structure of Equation 1, except in this case the noise attenuation also depends on the self excitation gain \( L_{SE} \). Therefore, the noise attenuation in the combustor system also seems to depend on the designed, effective flame and acoustic dynamics, which effect the thermo-acoustic self-excitation. This could be the case perhaps because a pronounced instability can become more organized, and more effectively draw energy at the resonant frequency, thereby effectively reducing the surrounding noise. As described before, this control process has a low control bandwidth. Therefore, the closed loop gain in Equation 6 can have a significant impact on Equation 4 only in the low frequency range, and negligible contribution at higher frequencies, which includes the instability frequency as:

\[ \frac{p}{n} = \frac{1}{1 + L_{SE}} \]  

(8)

where \( f_C \) and \( f_{CR} \) are the phase shift update frequency of the controller and the 0 dB cross-over frequency of the loop gain \( L_{SE} \), respectively. Equation 8 says that the more pronounced the instability is (i.e. the higher the gain \( L_{SE} \)), the less the combustor pressure at this frequency range will be influenced by noise. This is supported by the studies presented here, where the LFRC is the least influenced by noise. Alternatively, Equation 8 says that a high self-excitation loop gain \( L_{SE} \) attenuates noise. And for \(|L_{SE}| > 1\) noise attenuation \( n_A \) will be dominated by the gain of \( L_{SE} \) and \( n_A \) will be \( \approx \) equal to the magnitude of this self excitation gain as:

\[ n_A = |L_{SE}|, \quad f_C < f \leq f_{CR} \quad \& \quad |L_{SE}| > 1 \]  

(9)

Equation 8 can also be expressed in the limit sense as

\[ \lim_{|L_{SE}| \to 0} \frac{p}{n} = 1 \]  

(10)

This indicates that as \(|L_{SE}| \to 0\), which is the case when the instability is being suppressed near the noise level, the combustor instability pressure is increasingly influenced by noise. In the limit as \(|L_{SE}| = 0\), the instability pressure has one-to-one correspondence to noise. These results are supported by experimental observations discussed earlier. Could it also be that combustors with a less pronounced instability will naturally have higher amplitudes of wideband noise, as seen with these 3 combustor cases analyzed here? Equation 8 seems to indicate that this may indeed be the case.

As discussed in this and previous sections wideband noise in combustors forms a lower bound on the level the instability can be suppressed. Based on this analysis, it seems that a pronounced instability, which may not be good for the engine offers more opportunity for control design (assuming the fuel valve has sufficient control authority) because wide band noise will be low. However, with increased suppression of the instability, noise may start to increase at some point which may limit the control effectiveness.

Cause of Combustor Instability - Hypothesis

In most of the published works on combustor instability the cause of the instability is attributed to coupling between the heat release and the acoustics of the combustor chamber. In this section the possible causes of the observed combustor instability will be discussed from a systems dynamics perspective.

Normally, if combustor instability exists, the frequency is expected to be at the natural acoustic frequency of the surrounding volume (e.g.; resonance of a tube, the Helmholtz frequency, etc). However, it often
turns out that the predicted and the actual instability frequencies in the combustor don’t match. In the initial NASA-PW work, it was not exactly clear what factors determine the frequency of the combustor instability. Also, it was not clear why sometimes the frequency observed was sufficiently different than what would be expected from purely acoustic calculations. Initially the purpose of each ¼-wave spool shown in Figure 1, was to reinforce the original instability observed without the spools. However, the addition of each spool section resulted in shifting the instability to a lower frequency (i.e. ~350 Hz and 290 Hz, successively). In Ref. 8 the attempt was made to experimentally validate the time-delay theory; that is, a certain time-delay that will cause the heat release and the acoustic pressure to reinforce each other, thereby, giving rise to instability. But as reported, the experimental results did not support the theory predictions. This suggested that there must be other mechanisms also contributing to this phenomenon.

In this section the attempt will be to explain combustor instability in terms of generic system dynamics that also includes the thermo-acoustic coupling with the associated convective time delay. If the dynamic interactions that give rise to a combustor instability can be understood, methodologies could possibly be developed to directly solve this problem either by design of the combustor and its fuel injection or by redesign of the fuel and/or air flow controls.

Most natural processes follow certain generalized dynamic behaviors; For instance electrical filters put in series can generate additional dominant modes contributed by combined reactive elements of individual filters. Two individual mass-spring systems put in series generate nodes, which split on both sides of a separate dominant node and the dominant node changes to an antinode. On the other hand, system source-load impedance effects can take a dominant source and a dominant load mode and completely overshadow them by generating one or more new modes. The later case seems to closely resemble what happens with combustor instabilities. That is where the instability appears at some other frequency than what is predicted by the acoustic mode, and no mode appears at the calculated frequency. Generally, the source-load impedance effect is the result of a more generalized dynamic behavior, whereby, individual components combined to form a system generate new characteristic equations. The new characteristic equation has insufficient gain and phase margin for absolute stability or poor conditional stability properties.

In any dynamic system where an equivalent source-load combination is formed, (Figure 16) the overall end-to-end system transfer function is
where \( G_T(s) \), \( G_S(s) \), \( G_L(s) \) are the input-to-output transfer functions of the overall system, the source, and the load, respectively; \( Z_O(s) \) is the source output impedance and \( Z_L(s) \) is the load input impedance.

In a test set-up of actual hardware or a physics-based model, impedances could be measured. For example, the pressure-flow ratio could be determined as a function of frequency by injecting a perturbation frequency sweep of flow at the injection point \(( Z_O \) and/or \( Z_L \)) as shown in Figure 16. As perturbation measurement the impedance would be

\[
Z(s) = \frac{\hat{p}(s)}{\hat{q}(s)} (12)
\]

Injected flow for impedance measurement should be dynamically decoupled such that it doesn’t alter the dynamics of the test article. The source output impedance can also be calculated as

\[
Z_O(s) = \frac{Z_P(s)}{1 + L_{CL}(s)} (13)
\]

where \( Z_P(s) \) and \( L_{CL}(s) \) are the open loop output impedance and the closed loop gain respectively. In this case the open loop output impedance will be the impedance without fuel and air flow control. Based on a source-load interface formed on the fuel injector face, Equation 13 will indicate that the injector design or operation can have a significant impact on the instability. However, manipulating the injector to passively suppress the instability is not likely to ensure predictable results, under all conditions, without understanding the mathematical relations of these coupling mechanisms. In turn the open-loop output impedance is

\[
Z_P(s) = \hat{p}_O \frac{w_O}{\hat{q}_i} \hat{a}_i = 0 (14)
\]

where \( \hat{p}_O \) and \( \hat{w}_O \) are the perturbations as functions of frequency at the injector face of the output pressure and the flow respectively, with all other perturbed state variables signified as \( \hat{a}_i \) \((i=1,2,...,n)\) held to zero. The closed loop gain is

\[
L_{CL}(s) = G_C(s)G_S(s)H(s) (15)
\]

where \( G_C(s) \), \( G_S(s) \) and \( H(s) \) are the controller transfer functions, the process or source transfer function in this case and the feedback path transfer function of a typical feedback control system. Examining Equation 15 it can be seen that the closed loop gain \( L_{CL}(s) \) can be designed to have a large effect on the output impedance. That would imply that the injected fuel-air ratio controls \( \phi \) can be designed (assuming sufficient valve control bandwidth exist) to potentially suppress the instability. However, this would have to be mitigated with dead time transport delays in the control path that would tend to reduce the control bandwidth. Equations 11–15 are generic system dynamic transfer functions applicable to any source-load system, modified here in order to become applicable to fluidic systems. This type of transfer functions and their importance in systems design are better understood in the discipline of Power Electronics.9,10,11

It can be seen in Equation 11 that the denominator forms a characteristic equation, which determines the overall stability properties of the system (e.g. based on the Nyquist plot). Therefore, if individually the source or load subsystem exhibits good stability behavior, there is still another stability criterion for the overall system, which depends on the respective source and load impedances. The source stability properties will depend on the gain and phase margins of the closed loop gain \( L_{CL}(s) \) in Equation 15. Another important observation from Equation 11 is that frequency domain modeling using super positioning of input-to-output transfer functions without taking into account impedances is valid if and only if \( Z_O(s) \ll Z_L(s) \). For practical purposes it is sufficient when \( 2Z_O(s) \leq Z_L(s) \). In choked

![Figure 17 – Bode Plot of Source Load Impedances Showing Stability Margins of the Characteristic Equation](image-url)
flows where the static pressure remains constant within a range of flows this inequality constraint is typically met as per Equation 12, where $\dot{p}/\dot{\omega} \geq 0$. Thereby, how far the design is into choked flow conditions has a direct effect on the output impedance of the source and consequently on the additional complexity in system dynamics due to impedances. Also, as seen in Equation 13 the output impedance depends on the closed loop gain, and forms another characteristic equation which can also give rise to instability.

The input-to-output transfer functions in Equation 11 can exhibit natural modes like the natural acoustic frequency, discussed previously. Such a mode is likely to show up in the input impedance $Z_L$. If the combustor source system was ideal (i.e. $O_Z=0$) and the acoustic mode was sufficiently undamped, then the combustor would likely exhibit an instability at the frequency of the load or acoustic resonance $f_N$, as shown in Figure 17. This would normally match the calculated acoustic frequency. But if the source impedance $Z_O$ intersects with the load impedance, as shown in the figure, then the system dominant resonance frequency(s) could shift to the frequency $f_{SR1}$ and/or $f_{SR2}$, depending on the stability margins at these frequencies. For instance, Figure 17 presented here for demonstration purposes only, shows that at the frequency $f_{SR1}$ the phase and gain margins of the system are zero. The phase margin is calculated as $M_{\phi} = 180 - |\angle Z_O - \angle Z_L|$. Therefore, at this frequency a source load system with these characteristics will be completely unstable. As seen from this discussion, a new unstable mode has been generated in this demonstration by the combined source-load system at a frequency where alone neither the source nor the load exhibits any adverse behavior. Even if the mode at the frequency $f_N$ is sufficiently damped, instability can still be generated when these system components are integrated to form a system. There are other characteristic equations that could affect system stability as seen in this section and in previous sections. This treatment serves to demonstrate additional possible causes of combustor instability.

The analysis presented in this section suggests that impedances or other characteristic type couplings may be the overall cause responsible for combustor instabilities, which also includes the thermo-acoustic coupling. As discussed above and reported in the literature, there is evidence that would seem to support the idea that there are other additional mechanisms that contribute to combustor instabilities. Based on the analysis presented here the suggested cause of combustor instabilities (including the thermo-acoustic coupling) is impedances. Whether impedance type dynamic interactions play a role in combustor instability can be verified by hardware testing, or possibly by simulation using a physics based model derived from basic principals (i.e. without any impeding assumptions).

**CONCLUSIONS**

This paper examines some of the most important characteristics of combustor instabilities based on analysis performed on actual test data of three different combustor configurations, namely, a low frequency combustor rig, a high frequency combustor rig and an actual aero-engine. These analyses were performed with emphasis on control systems design to suppress the instability. The analysis results showed that frequency randomness, amplitude modulation and net random phase walks of the instability are related to the combustor signal-to-noise ratio. Exponential growth of the instability is more of a natural behavior of resonances. Also, evidence of intra-harmonic coupling of instability harmonics was investigated. Further, the effect of noise on combustor instability and its control design was examined as well. Finally, the very cause of combustor instabilities was explored and it seems to be attributed to a more general source-load type impedance interaction that includes the thermo-acoustic coupling.
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